
Llygaid Mathemateg ‘Make it Reasoning’ Answers 

Easter Bunnies 

FP 
Question Possible Answers 

If there is an odd number of bunnies in total, 
there will be an odd number of ears.  True or 
false? Prove it. 

False. There will always be an even number of 
ears because each bunny has 2 ears. So 1 
bunny = 2, 2 bunnies = 4, 3 bunnies = 6.  

Estimate how many eyes there are in this 
picture. Explain your reasoning. 
 

The answer should be near 24 eyes. Each bunny 
should have 2 eyes and there are 12 bunnies. 

Always, Sometimes or Never 
There will ‘always, sometimes or never’ be same 
number of ears as feet. 
 

Always. Each bunny has 2 feet and 2 ears so 
there will always be the same number of ears 
and feet – unless a bunny loses an ear or foot 
of course! 

KS2 
Question Possible Answers 

If there were 48 bunnies, there would be 12 
rows. True or false? Convince me. 

True. There are 4 bunnies in a row. 48 ÷ 4 = 12 

If this is 1/8 of the bunnies, 5/8 would be 40 
bunnies. True or false? Prove it. 
 

False. 5/8 would be 60. If 1/8 = 12, then 2/8 = 
24, 4/8 = 48 and 5/8 = 60   
or 12 x 8 = 96, 96  – 12 = 84, 12 = 72, - 12 = 60 

Who is correct? 
Sam thinks if there were 272 ears, there would 
be 131 bunnies. Tom thinks there would be 136 
bunnies altogether.  
 

Tom is correct. There are twice as many ears 
as bunnies so if there were 272 ears there 
would be half the amount of bunnies which is 
136. 
½ 200 = 100 
½ 70 = 35 
½ 2 = 1 
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Llygaid Mathemateg ‘Make it Reasoning’ Answers 

Easter Nests 

FP 
Question Possible Answers 

If there is an even number of eggs in total, 
there will be an odd number of pink eggs.  True 
or false? Prove it. 

False. There is 1 pink egg in every 3 eggs.   
3 eggs = 1 pink = odd 
6 eggs = 2 pink = even 
9 eggs = 3 pink = odd 
12 eggs = 4 pink = even 

If there was one less nest in the first row and 
one more nest in the second row, there would be 
the same number of eggs. True or false? 
Convince me. 

True. There would be the same number of nests 
just in different positions. 

Always, Sometimes or Never 
There will ‘always, sometimes or never’ be an 
odd number of eggs no matter how many nests 
there are. 

There will sometimes be an odd number of 
eggs. 1 nest = odd,  
2 nests = even 
3 nests = odd 
4 nests = even etc 

KS2 
Question Possible Answers 

How many different colour combinations of eggs 
could there be in the 6 nests. How do you know 
you have all the combinations? 

There are numerous answers. Learners should 
be systematic to ensure they have all the 
answers 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
PPP PPP BBB BBB YYY YYY 
PPP PPB PBB BBB YYY YYY 
PPP PBB PPB BBB YYY YYY 

 

If this is 1/5 of the eggs, there are 36 blue eggs 
altogether. True or false? Prove it. 

False. There are 18 eggs so there would be 90 
eggs altogether 18 x5. If there were 36 eggs 
then this would be ½. 

Who is correct? 
Sam thinks if there were 24 eggs altogether, 8 
eggs would be pink. Tom thinks that 6 eggs 
would be pink 

Sam is correct. 1 in every 3 eggs are pink. 
There are 18 eggs and 6 are pink. 24 would be 
another 6 eggs so there would be 8 pink eggs. 
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LLygaid Mathemateg ‘Make it Reasoning’ Answers 

Easter Chicks 

FP 
Question Possible Answers 

The total number of eyes is twice the number of 
beaks. True or false? Prove it. 

True. Each chick has 1 beak and 2 eyes. 2 is 
double 1 so 2 chicks = 2 beaks and 4 eyes, 3 
chicks = 3 beaks and 6 eyes 

If the pattern continued, the 10th chick would 
be yellow. True or false? Convince me. 

False. The 10th chick would be pink. There are 6 
chicks the 7th chick would be yellow, the 8th 
blue, the 9th purple and the 10th pink. 

Always, Sometimes or Never 
There will ‘always, sometimes or never’ be an 
even number of eyes no matter how many chicks 
there are 

True. Each chick has 2 eyes so it will always be 
an even total – unless a chick loses an eye of 
course! 2 4 6 8 10 etc. 

KS2 
Question Possible Answers 

The chicks in the nest weigh 47g. How many of 
each colour chick could there be in the nest? Do 
you have all the possible solutions? 
Blue chicks = 5g 
Pink chicks = 4g 
Yellow chicks = 6g 
Orange chicks = 7g 
Green chicks = 3g 
Purple chicks = 8g 

There are numerous solutions. Learners should 
be systematic in their workings to ensure they 
have all the solutions, e.g. 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+3g+8g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+4g+7g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+5g+6g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+6g+5g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+7g+4g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+3g+8g+3g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+4g+3g+7g=47g 
5g+4g+6g+7g+3g+8g+4g+4g+6g=47g 

If this is 1/5 of the chicks, there are 6 blue 
chicks altogether. True or false? Prove it. 

False. If this is 1/5 then there are 5 times 
more chicks. 5 lots of blue chicks = 5 blue 
chicks. 

Who is correct? 
Sam thinks if there were 8 blue chicks, there 
would be 48 chicks altogether. Tom thinks there 
would be 40 chicks altogether. 

Sam is correct. If there were 8 blue chicks then 
there would be 8 lots of chicks. 8 x 6 = 48 
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Easter Eggs 

FP 
Question Possible Answers 

The first row is blue, the second purple, the 
third green, the fourth orange, the fifth pink 
and the sixth yellow. If the pattern repeats, 
what colour will the 18th row be? 

The 18th row would be yellow. 
BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY 

What colour will the 12th row be?  Will it be the 
same colour as the 19th row? How do you know? 

The 12th row would be Yellow. 
BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY 
It wouldn’t be the same colour as the 19th row 
because the 19th row would be starting the 
pattern again and so would be Blue. 
BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY, BPGOPiY, B 

True or false? Penguin is hiding four yellow 
eggs.  

False. There are 5 eggs in a row and we can see 
just over 2 and a half so penguin is hiding just 
under 2 and a half eggs. 

Convince me.  There is an odd number of pink 
eggs. 

There are 5 eggs in a row so there is an odd 
amount of pink eggs as 5 is an odd number, 

KS2 
Question Possible Answers 

If there were 6000 eggs, how many would be 
blue? 

There are 30 eggs and 5 are blue. 30 x100 = 
3000, 3000 x 2 = 6000. 5 x 100 = 500, 500 x 2 = 
1000 so 1000 eggs would be blue if there were 
6000 eggs. 

Multiples and factors 1) How many multiples of 
3 can you see? How do you know you have found 
them all?  2) Work in pairs. Both choose a 
number. Can you find more factors for your 
number than your partner? How do you know 
you have found them all? 

1) Learners may say 9 or 10 depending 
whether they count the hidden one. Check 
you have them all by writing them in 
ascending order.3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 
27, 30 

2) Various answers – be systematic to check 
True or false? Penguin is hiding 4 tenths of the 
yellow eggs.  

False. There are 5 yellow eggs. 1/ 10 of 5 is 0.5 
Penguin is hiding more than half an egg so the 
answer is false. 

Convince me.  If we doubled the eggs, there 
would be an even number of eggs but if we 
halved the eggs there would be an odd number 
of eggs. 

There are 30 eggs so if we doubled them there 
would be 60 = even and if we halved them there 
would be 15 = odd. If you double an even 
number it will always be even, and if you halve 
an even number it will always be odd. 
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